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“La poésie ne s’impose plus, elle s’expose”
Paul Celan

My work invites to a perceptual and conceptual experience of poetry, that I conceive
as a vulnerable and ‘semi-immaterial’ artistic practice: the immateriality of conceptual,
semantic and emotional layers engendered by language is supported by the fragile
materiality of writing and voice.
Driven by a certain dissatisfaction for the brevity of the messages and the risk of formalism
in traditional uses of language made by conceptual art, my approach aims at introducing
in the framework of contemporary art a set of poetic and language-based participative
practices which is based not only on the intrinsic synthesis, but also on the articulation
and stratification of the poetic text.
Although based on poetry, my work is not human-centered. On the contrary, it pushes the
boundaries of language through poetry towards unknown territories to which language
and writing do not normally belong.
Described by notions I have been proposing over the years, such as those of ‘Language
Art’, ‘text-enhancing device’, and ‘poetry as artistic practice’, my work often takes the
following shapes:
1. The Reading Environments, which is the name I give to installations and performances
based on the spatial diffusion of text, with content coming from my own poetry and/or from
interviews with communities, sometimes featuring digital processing devices (voice and
image processing, virtual reality), other times just the voices of groups of people.
2. I call Augmented Writing a practice aiming to redefine the possibilities of narration
through superimposition and distortion of heterogeneous verbal materials coming from
poetry and post-genre writing, information websites, social networks, and archive research.
3. Poetry and conceptual writing inside the book, that I conceive as an artistic practice in
its own right.
4. Other participative and audiovisual works, and sculptural pieces mainly based on text.
5. Teaching, which I also conceive of as a participative artistic practice.
6. Theory, halfway between essay writing and artistic creation.
This collection of practices can be seen as a contemporary evolution of Marcel
Broodthaers’s claim about the possibility of “showing in all their splendour, hand in hand,
poetry and the visual arts”, for an artistic gesture in an era of hypertrophy of images and
data.
Alessandro De Francesco
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Alessandro De Francesco (1981) is an artist, poet, essayist and the founder of the Language Art Studio. He
lives and works in Basel, Cambridge, Brussels, and Turin. Presented and exhibited in multiple international
contexts, his work is focused on innovatory forms of manipulation of verbal materials. From 2008 to 2015
Alessandro was an artist-in-residence and visiting professor at the European Graduate School. He is
currently the professor of Creative Writing at the Turin Academy of Fine Arts as well as a visiting professor of
interdisciplinary studio practice at the Y-Institute of the Bern Academy of the Arts (HKB) and at the National
Academy of Fine Arts “La Cambre” in Brussels.
Alessandro De Francesco writes poetry and works on several parallel projects, such as the Augmented
Writing, a visual and spatial text-expansion and text-exhibition device, and the Reading Environments, poetry
readings realised as performances and installations. He is currently developing new poetry works, immersive
reading environments in virtual reality, visual works with language and different media, and new collective
reading environments. The textual material used for his projects is often taken from his poetry and conceptual
writing, that he conceives as plastic objects in their own right.
Alessandro participated in several shows including Expanded Poetry #1 (solo exhibition at der TANK, Basel,
curator: Chus Martinez), 2021; the Biennale Gherdeina VI, 2018 (curator: Adam Budak); Poetry as Artistic
Practice (solo, Anima Ludens, Brussels, curators: François de Coninck and Gregory Lang), 2017-2018; Modus
Operandi, Société, Brussels (curators: LabAu and Gregory Lang), 2017; Art Contest, Brussels Museum of
Art & Design ADAM, 2016-17 (curator: Valérie Boucher); Xerox, Société, Brussels, 2016 (curators: LabAu
and Gregory Lang); BeHave, Belval, Luxembourg, 2016 (curators: Delcroix & Pinsky); Regionale 16, Kunst
Raum Riehen, Switzerland, 2015-16 (curator: Kiki Seiler-Michalitsi); Cairo Off Biennale, Egypt (curators:
Elena Abbiatici and Simon Njami); Indent, Société, Brussels, 2015 (curators: LabAu), TU35, Pecci Centre for
Contemporary Art, Prato, 2015 (curator: Chiara Ruberti); Art by Telephone…Recalled, La Panacée - centre
de création contemporaine, Montpellier, 2014 (curators: Sébastien Pluot & Fabien Vallos); Chrématistique,
CNEAI - Centre national de l’estampe et de l’art imprimé, Chatou, 2014 (curators: Fabien Vallos & Jérémie
Gaulin).
Besides the European Graduate School, Alessandro has been an artist-in-residence at the STEIM (Amsterdam,
2007 and 2009), at the Mulhouse Centre for Contemporary Art (2012) and at the BeHave program in Belval,
Luxembourg (2015-16). He was awarded grants by the Centre National du Livre (France, 2011, 2017, and
2021) and by the Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Commission of Digital Art (2017). Alessandro founded
and directed the poetry writing atelier at the École Normale Supérieure in Paris from 2009 to 2011. He also
collaborated with the Centre d’études poétiques at the ENS Lyon and the Centre Georges Pompidou. He
holds a PhD from the University of Paris-Sorbonne. In 2016 he was an artistic research fellow at the Research
Centre for Visual Poetics at the University of Antwerp, Belgium. Among his books (complete list at the end of
this document): ((( (Uitgeverij, 2021), Remote Vision. Poetry 1999-2015 (punctum books, 2016), La Vision à
distance (MIX., 2015), Augmented Writing (La Camera Verde, 2013).
Alessandro performed and lectured all over Europe and North America, a.o. at The Berlin University of the Arts
(2006, 2007), Ausland (Berlin, 2007), the E-Media Centre (Tallinn, 2007), The European Graduate School (2008,
2012-2015), La poésie/nuit (Lyon, 2008), Casa delle Letterature (Rome, 2008), Centre Georges Pompidou
(Paris, 2009 and 2010 with Vito Acconci), San Francisco State University (2009), Outpost for Contemporary
Art (Los Angeles, 2009), La scène poétique (Lyon, 2009), Foundry (London, 2009), Galerie Martine Aboucaya
(Paris, 2012), The Kelly Writers House at U-Penn (Philadelphia, 2013), CUNY Graduate College (New York,
2013), Gaîté Lyrique (Paris, 2013), La Panacée (Montpellier, 2013), Actoral (Marseille, 2014), Fondation Louis
Vuitton (Paris, 2014), Strasbourg Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (2015), Personal Structures,
Venice Biennale (2015), Kunsthalle Basel (2016), Fondation Lafayette Anticipation (Paris, 2016), Brussels
Museum of Art & Design (2016), CNEAI (Paris, 2017), Basel Poetry Festival (2018), LUMA Foundation Arles
(2018), Maison des arts de Schaerbeek (Brussels, 2019), Royal Holloway, University of London (2019), etc.
www.alessandrodefrancesco.net
www.augmentedwriting.com
http://delcroixpinsky.com/projects/behave/alessandro-de-francesco/
http://egs.edu/faculty/alessandro-de-francesco
https://dertank.space/alessandro-de-francesco/
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Reading Environments

Screenshot from Expanded Poetry #1, online VR environment on Mozilla Hubs, 2021, for the
eponymous exhibition curated by Chus Martinez at der TANK, Basel.
URL of the project: https://dertank.space/alessandro-de-francesco/

Poetry-based Immersive Environments in VR/MR
« L’homme poursuit noir sur blanc »
Stéphane Mallarmé

Since 2016 Alessandro De Francesco has been developing virtual reality (VR) and mixed reality (MR)
immersive textual environments, in a ground-breaking exploration of the relations between poetry and
space.
Three major works were realised so far: Expanded Poetry #1 at the exhibition space der TANK, Basel
(CH); Sans besoin de voir – Without need to see (funded by a digital arts grant of the Fédération
Wallonie-Bruxelles) and Soliditude at the Anima Ludens Gallery in Brussels (B).
Expanded Poetry #1 (2021), realised as an online exhibition curated by Chus Martinez with the
collaboration of Marion Ritzmann, features an audio file of a spoken choir reading from Alessandro’s
trilingual poetry book ((( – see “Publications” section at the end of this portfolio for details – coupled
with an online immersive and interactive textual environment that visitors can experience either on the
screen of a computer or with a VR headset. The online environment is permanently available on Mozilla
Hubs and features the same texts read by the choir as 3D objects within a metaphysical space, with
the digitally processed voices of the choir as soundtrack. For more details and instructions about how
to access the environment, please visit: http://dertank.space/alessandro-de-francesco-exhibition/
Expanded Poetry #2 is a forthcoming project featuring a choreographed reading-performance by the
spoken choir, a multi-channel soundscape made with the choir’s digitally processed voices, and a
Mixed Reality immersive textual environment with the Aryzon wireless motion tracking technology,
allowing visitors to experience and realistically interact with the same 3D virtual texts as Expanded
Poetry #1, this time within the real exhibition space. Some texts and other visuals are available in the
next page.
Without Need to See (2018) was developed thanks to a Digital Arts grant from the Fédération
Wallonie-Bruxelles, Belgium. It featured an innovative wireless motion tracking technology with an
infrared occipital sensor, which allowed the visitors to be immersed in a completely black 3D space
where they could read and interact with a dynamic text (reproduced at the following page).
In Soliditude (2017), the visitor wearing a VR-headset is surrounded by the progessive multiplication
of the neologism “soliditude” written white on black, until the mass of words forms an immense dome
made of text.
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Screen simulation of a moment of Expanded Poetry #2
in the exhibition space “der TANK”, Basel, and the Aryzon
MR headset (on the right).

Screen simulation of a view in the environment
Without Need to See at the Anima Ludens Gallery &
Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Brussels, 2018, and
the infrared headset Bridge with Structure Sensor
(below).
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Foreign Body in Ascending Motion
Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris, 2014

Foreign Body in Ascending Motion
MAMCS, Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art, Strasbourg, 2015

Reading Environments as Performances
Foreign Body in Ascending Motion
Reading Environment – performance with digital quadraphonic voice processing
Fondation Louis Vuitton, Paris, November 2014; Strasbourg Museum of Modern
and Contemporary Art, March 2015; Babycastles Gallery, New York, February
2016.
Production: Language Art Studio & Solang Production Paris-Brussels.
Duration: 45 minutes.
Audio samples: http://www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/flv.html
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A. De Francesco & Paolo Ingrosso,
Ridefinizione, STEIM, Amsterdam,
2009, video still

Ridefinizione
Reading Environment – performance with digital voice processing
In collaboration with Paolo Ingrosso (different venues all over Europe)
Production and video recording: STEIM, Amsterdam, 2009
Complete video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=DE&hl=de&v=GHIdlbngGYY

Voce (senza) luce, Galleria Frittelli,
Florence, 2019.

Voce (senza) luce
Reading Environment – performance with digital quadraphonic voice processing
Galleria Frittelli Arte Contemporanea, Florence, 2019
Production: Festival Partes Extra Partes and Language Art Studio
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Remote Vision - A collective reading environment
Kunsthalle Basel, Switzerland, 2016

Remote Vision - A collective reading environment
Kunsthalle Basel, May 2016
Brussels Museum of Art & Design (ADAM), November-December 2016

This poetry reading performance is a piece where the text detaches itself from the subjectivity of its author and is collectively shared. Alessandro De Francesco has been developing for several years what
he calls ‘reading environments’, i.e. installations and performances based on text and spoken voice.
Differently to previous reading environments, this piece doesn’t make use of digital voice processing
and is not based on one reading voice only: it rather features at its core the collective human presence
of the readers-performers and the simple resonation of their voices and bodies in the space.
Remote Vision is a collective, multilingual and continuously evolving reading environment, based on
poetry and conceptual writing contained in several books by Alessandro De Francesco. Remote Vision
proposes a human and immersive experience of the verbal matter. The text circulates in space through
the voices of a community of readers-performers that is distributed all over the audience.
Remote Vision – a collective reading environment inscribes itself in the series of iconoclastic acts and
interventions defined by Alessandro De Francesco as ‘Language Art’ and ‘poetry as artistic practice’.
This reading environment has been initially created for the Kunsthalle Basel and was co-produced by
Solang Production Paris-Brussels.
Remote Vision – a collective reading environment has been conceived in the occasion of the release
of the American book Remote Vision. Poetry 1999-2015 (New York: Punctum Books, 2016), gathering
in a bilingual English-Italian edition the majority of Alessandro De Francesco’s poetry and conceptual
writing produced to date, and of the French book La Vision à distance, Paris: Mix., 2015. A film of the
performance, co-directed by Alessandro De Francesco and Gen Ueda, was exposed at the ADAM.
Performers-Readers at the Kunsthalle Basel: Rinny Biberstein, Danielle Bürgin, Alessandro De Francesco, Sophie Jung, Clare Kenny, Boah Kim, Simone Lappert, Maureen Senn-Carroll.
Performers-Readers at the ADAM: Ingrid Bourgault, Eugène Champoin, Estelle Czernichowski, Inca
Garnica, Lucie Guien, Bruno Hardt, Jeanne-Marie Huet, Eva Maréchal, Juliette Le Monnyer, Giordana
Vedova, Castélie Yalombo (students at the Brussels art schools ARBA-ESA, ERG and La Cambre).
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Translators:
Into English: Belle Cushing and Dusty Neu.
Into German: Roberto Di Bella, Angela Sanmann.
Into French: Doriane Bier, Alessandro De Francesco, Laurent Prost, Emilio Sciarrino, Fabien Vallos,
Noura Wedell, Caroline Zekri.
Into Dutch: Vincent W.J. Van Gerven Oei & Oei Swan Ien.
Into Swedish: Gustav Sjöberg.
Original text in Italian by Alessandro De Francesco.
Duration: 30-40 minutes.
Further documentation at http://www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/remote_vision.html

Remote Vision A collective reading environment
Kunsthalle Basel, Switzerland, 2016

Poetry and conceptual writing books by
Alessandro De Francesco exhibited at the
Brussels Museum of Art & Design (ADAM),
2016, during Remote Vision - a collective
reading environment
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Überwasser, reading-performance (with Laila Dell’Anno, on Jiri Prihoda’s ‘Poetry Pavilion’), 2018
Biennale Gherdeina VI

Participation to the Biennale Gherdeina VI
Ortisei, Italy, June – September 2018

The Biennale Gherdeina VI – Writing the Mountains featured the following artists: Mariana Castillo Deball, Claudia Comte, Alessandro De Francesco, Alicja Kwade, Sissa Micheli, Stefan Papco, Giuseppe
Penone, Simon Perathoner, Gianni Pettena, Agniezska Polska, Jiri Prihoda, Gregor Prugger, Mathilde
Rosier, Egill Sæbjörnsson, Fabien Vallos, Nico Vascellari, Franz West.
All artists, except Penone and West, produced new site-specific works. Most of them produced works
inspired by Alessandro De Francesco’s poetry and conceptual writing. Alessandro De Francesco produced a new series of site-specific poems, entitled Überwasser, which were used as curatorial guideline and are also presented in performative (in Jiri Prihoda’s poetry pavilion Diogene’s Barrel on June
23rd 2018), printed and framed versions for the exhibition and the catalogue. He also created One
Poetic Engine, a video and sound installation made with the interviews of eight people from the local
community.
Curator Adam Budak writes about Alessandro De Francesco’s contribution:
“Poetic narrative Überwasser by Alessandro De Francesco, commissioned for the Biennale
and conceived by the artist during a short residency in Val Gardena, is a manifesto of an ‘intimate immensity’ of the Dolomites: a series of sensual tableaux that along with a lexicon of the nature’s elemental language provide a prototype for Writing the Mountains multiple scenarios. De Francesco’s five
short poems explore in a gestural and subjective way the essence of a site, its lyrical dimension and a
relationship with a human being; his is an imaginary conversation with the woods and the waters, the
peak’s curved lines, the infinite skin of space…; an act of poetic generosity and an acknowledgment of
the nature’s hospitality and uniqueness.
Alessandro De Francesco considers poetry as an artistic practice; his work which he describes as ‘language art’ focuses on the interaction between poetry, sound art, installation, digital writing, and page design. De Francesco’s «reading environments» and «augmented writing» consist of
sonic and visual enhancements of multiple textual materials by means of reading digital voice processing and writing design software.
With One Poetic Engine: Dolomites the artist pays a tribute to Val Gardena local community.
A series of interviews with some representatives of the region’s political, cultural and social life develop
the notion of belonging and emphasize the significance of the natural environment and its influence
upon everyday life as well as upon the construction of an individual and a collective identity.”
Audio sample of the sound installation at the following URL:
http://alessandrodefrancesco.net/OPE_SOUND_Gherdeina.html
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Exhibition view: Überwasser, 2018
Digital prints on paper, framed (23 x 29.7 x 4 cm)
Biennale Gherdeina VI

One Poetic Engine, video and
sound installation with voices
of a community, Biennale Gherdeina VI, 2018.
Audio sample:

http://alessandrodefrancesco.net/OPE_
SOUND_Gherdeina.html
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Three Poetic Engines - Augmented Writing: Engine cartography, enhancement, 14 digital
prints on paper, 76 x 86 x 04 cm
(framed). Exhibition view in
Belval, Luxembourg, 2016.

Series of videopoems / reading
environments by Alessandro
De Francesco and Michael
Pinsky as public interventions
in the industrial site of Belval,
Luxembourg. Colour, sound,
UK/L. Production: Le Fonds
Belval / Delcroix & Pinsky,
2015. Videos available at:
http://delcroixpinsky.com/
projects/behave/alessandrode-francesco/

Three Poetic Engines - Exhibition, artist book and sound installation
for BeHave - Belval, Luxembourg, 2016

Three Poetic Engines is a project by Alessandro De Francesco realized in the framework of the artistic
residency program BeHave – Public Art Experience. It took place between 2015 and 2016 in the former industrial site of Belval, Luxembourg, which is now being reactivated as the main campus of the
University of Luxembourg and as a place for living and working in different service-oriented contexts.
Curator Stéphanie Delcroix writes about Alessandro De Francesco’s project:
“Three Poetic Engines is articulated in three gestures: an artist book, a sound installation
and a series of framed prints that the artist calls Augmented Writing. All these works combine elements
connected to the history and the present of Belval. They show the way in which the artist conversed
with this place and discovered its genius loci among the inhabitants, workers, researchers, students
and architects related to Belval, women and men of very different generations. In this work, archive
documents, conversations and poems meet, communicate and contemplate each other. For Three
Poetic Engines, Alessandro De Francesco devoted himself to the art of making verses and of (con)
versing with the people who live, study or work in Belval and its surroundings.
The book Three Poetic Engines reunites and announces these three engines. Indeed, for
the first part, entitled ‘1. Engine meet, say’, the artist transcribed a series of conversations he had with
the people of Belval. The conversational engine turns around the past of Belval, the relation to its blast
furnaces, and the hopes related to the conversion of the factory into a research centre, among other
topics. In formal terms, it reverses on the page the organization of these conversations: the answers
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precede the questions, so that the differentiation of the artist-investigator-author is melted with the one
of his interlocutor-(con)versator.
The second engine ‘2. Engine cartography, enhancement’ extends the writing and the line
beyond the pages of the artist book. These framed prints fall within the continuity of the writing and
archival method called by the artist Augmented Writing. Alessandro De Francesco conceives the augmented writing as ‘a critical writing practice interrupting the linearity of language-based informational
and commercial production […], thus blocking the flux of images […]’.
Because of their convex appearance, some of these prints seem to exit the page and pour
their content out of it. For their composition, the artist used excerpts of archive documents, fragments
of his (con)versations with the people of Belval as well as of his own writing, i.e. the poetry by which
the third part of the book is formed: ‘3. Engine re-write’. For Alessandro De Francesco, these poems
‘summarize the experience of individual and collective life which resulted from the observations and the
encounters occurred during the three months of my residency’”.
Further documentation is available at the following URL:
http://alessandrodefrancesco.net/text/dossier_TEP_defrancesco_en.pdf

A. De Francesco & P. Ingrosso,
Three Poetic Engines - Engine
meet, say, sound installation /
site-specific reading environment. Exhibition views in Belval,
Luxembourg, 2016.
Audio sample:
www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/TEP_RE.html

The sound part of Three Poetic Engines is a two-channels,
35-minutes loop entirely realized with the recordings of the
interviews made by Alessandro
De Francesco during his residency in Belval. The voices of
his interlocutors have been digitally processed in collaboration
with the composer and sound
designer Paolo Ingrosso. Hidden sound equipment (see the
small photo) makes the voices resonate in the whole blast
furnace A of the former factory.
None of the loudspeakers is
visible by the visitors. The two
bigger photographs show the
places in which the loudspeakers have been hidden. Like in
all Alessandro De Francesco’s
reading environments (performances and installations based
on textual material and spoken
voice), the sole sound material
used here is human voice.
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Augmented Writing

Exhibition view: Augmented Writing - AW1_4, 2015
Digital print on paper, framed (145x145x5,5cm)
Kunst Raum Riehen (CH)
Augmented Writing is a series of digital printing works organised in several sub-sections, each one
which its own features: AW0 is mostly made of original poetry and conceptual writing. Through complex
cut-up processes of internet-based content, AW1 puts in dialogue the layer of reality of informational
journalism with the layer of virtual and augmented reality. Similarly, Scriptbook puts in dialogue the
narratives of social networks with those of virtual and augmented realities. Translation-Augmentation
applies the augmented writing process to translation. Several side projects, not belonging to the four
main sections, have also been developed over the years, particularly for the Three Poetic Engines
project (see dedicated section above) – where archive materials found by the artist on the Luxembourg
metallurgic sector workers were rearranged and transformed into Augmented Writing objects –, and in
an artist booklet entitled The Exoplanets Path (see bibliography), commissioned by the Block Museum
(USA) and curated by Danny Snelson and Mashinka Firunts. The booklet is available at this link:
https://sites.northwestern.edu/present/augmented/.
In all its configurations, Augmented Writing processes its contents by erasing all images and by visually
reorganising (or disorganising) the textual matter. Augmented Writing explores the possibilities of a
plastic narration which questions the relations among information, perception and digital communities.
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Exhibition view: Augmented Writing - AW1_8, 2017
Digital print on paper, 160x160 cm
Anima Ludens, Brussels, for Poetry as Artistic Practice

All Augmented Writing objects have several common features: the dialogue between handwriting and
digital writing, and sometimes typewriting; the bulging form of the text, which evokes baroque painting
as well as cathodic screens, convex mirrors, and typewriters spheres.
Above all, the convexity and stratification of numerous textual layers are the visual results of hidden,
buried and unsaid contents, of all the voices and bodies pushing the surface of language.
In most cases, the final form of Augmented Writing consists in digital prints on paper, but Augmented
Writing can also inhabit books and three-dimensional objects (see below).
More information about the Augmented Writing project is available on www.augmentedwriting.com
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Augmented Writing - AW0_6
(Integuments), 2015
Digital print on paper, framed
(54x54x4cm)
Private collection

Unstable Orbits – UO22
A new forthcoming series entitled Unstable Orbits represents a change in the visual and conceptual model of the Augmented
Writing. Unstable Orbits features raw visuals made of coloured schemes inspired by theoretical physics and cosmology that
are put in dialogue with short, intense poetry written in sans-serif font. Over 100 Unstable Orbits objects are currently being
prepared as an artist book and for larger print formats as well.
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Objets Cherchés – Conceptual Sculpture
Objets cherchés can be defined as the sculptural version of Augmented Writing. Maintaining the convex and spherical form as a common formal starting point, all objets cherchés can be intended as
conceptual sculptures made, in most cases, with the encounter between modified readymades and
writing. The title, Objets cherchés, refers ironically to the notion of "objet trouvé": in this series of pieces,
the intervention of chance upon which the notion of "objet trouvé" is based is transformed in a relatively
controlled yet playful series of actions in which specifically found objects intervene. Objets cherchés
questions the relations between writing, form, colour, space and curved surfaces. Some of the objets
cherchés can be used for videos, installations and performances.
More works and visuals on http://www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/volume.html

Substance Syntax (2019)
Stones with moss, ink (rubber typefaces), paper. Variable dimensions.
This ongoing series of works is defined by the continuity between the
manipulation of writing and the disposition of the stones on paper, until
all elements form a syntax. Human language, artificial and processed
elements as ink and paper, organic formations as moss, inorganic
structures as stones are all creating a syntax on the same ontological
level, a syntax of the substance, in Spinozian terms: substance as a
continuum of nature, uniting all its components, or modes. Writing,
plants, and stones are ultimately all parts of the same poem.

Mental Dough (2019)
Sculpture-performance. Variable dimensions.
Each time, while preparing the dough to bake a brioche, the artist thinks
of a new poem, which he does not utter, but instead produces in his
mind. The dough is then cooked, eaten (alone or with other people) and
digested. The whole action unfolds privately and all its traces disappear
into the mass of things once the process is over. This project unites
the physical, bodily, primal act of kneading and eating dough with the
production of conceptual poetry that will never exit the poet’s mind.

Copy Without Paste (2016), modified computer keyboard
The Société, Brussels, for the collective exhibition Xerox

All keys have been removed from this keyboard except the “apple” and
the letter “C”. Moreover, the USB plug has been cut away. The piece
includes the following text: “This keyboard can only copy, but the act
of copying is lost in the ether. The screen is absent, the cord is lost in
space. The copied object is unknown, because nothing can be pasted.
The ‘V’ key has been removed. Do the keys remain functions here?
Empty functions, or cultural functions at most: we all know that it is
about copying something. But what? Perhaps what is seen without the
screen? Copying the space?”

AW - Perception (2014)

Black ink on inflatable white balloons, variable dimensions.
Exhibition Art by Telephone… Recalled, La Panacée, Montpellier, France.
This exhibition reactivated the works of the historical exhibition Art by
Telephone that took place at the Contemporary Art Museum of Chicago
in 1969 and extended it with works of new artists. Artworks were orally
transmitted by telephone in order to be interpreted and produced by art
students (ESBA TALM Angers and Arles Academy of Photography) and
then activated by the public.
http://www.augmentedwriting.com/abt.html
http://www.artbytelephone.com/de-francesco/
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Video Works

This is an Unknown Surface
with Robert Cahen and Matias Guerra,
11’, colour, sound, UK/I/F/B.
Production: Language Art Studio, 2013.
Screenings: Alchemy Film Festival, UK,
2014; Cairo Off Biennale, Egypt, 2015;
Festival L’Efebo d’oro, Palermo, Italy,
2015.
URL of the video:
https://vimeo.com/85521445.
Screening password: macao

(((
Colour, sound, B/CH, 11’37’’
Production: Language Art Studio, 2017.
Première: Anima Ludens, Brussels,
September 16th 2017.
URL of the video:
https://vimeo.com/240350529.

Help (2017), 1’ video loop, colour, sound.
Exhibition Poetry as Artistic Practice,
Brussels.
In this video installation, a white ball
with the word “HELP” written on it falls,
bounces on a black surface and leaves
the frame two times in slow motion
before the loop starts again. The second
time, the hand releasing the ball is visible
for a few instants.
URL of the video:
https://vimeo.com/240350869
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Net Art

Screenshot from Density of Tommaso Campanella, Milan: Arshake, 2017, curated by
Elena Giulia Rossi, with a text by Antonello Tolve.
URL of the project:
https://www.arshake.com/special-project-14-alessandro-de-francesco/

Screenshot from Expanded Poetry #1, online environment on Mozilla Hubs for “der
TANK” exhibition space, Basel, 2021, curated and with a text by Chus Martinez.
URL of the project: http://dertank.space/alessandro-de-francesco-exhibition/
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Publications
(selection)

Authored and Co-authored Books
1. And Agglomerates, of Trees or – E agglomerati, degli alberi o, Milan: Mousse Publishing. Poetry and
conceptual writing. English and Italian. In preparation. Recipient of a writing grant from the Pro Helvetia
Foundation.
2. Margaret Cruz – Court traité-poème de métaphysique moniste (ed.) Post-genre / hybrid work. Arles:
MIX. French. In preparation. Recipient of a writing grant from the French National Book Centre.
3. Unstable Orbits. Artist book. English. In preparation.
4. Convessità e infinito. Saggio sul Seicento. Essay. Italian. In preparation.
5. Mental Dough, with Marco Mazzi, Pistoia: Gli Ori. Essay / artist book, in preparation. English and Italian.
6. (((, The Hague / Santa Barbara: Uitgeverij (punctum books), 2021. Artist book, poetry and conceptual
writing. English, French, Italian.
7. Pour une théorie non-dualiste de la poésie, Paris: Mix. (Les Presses du réel), 2021. Essay. French.
Recipient of a writing grant from the French National Book Centre.
8. (((, Ancona: Arcipelago Itaca, 2020. Poetry and conceptual writing. Italian.
9. Hephaestus Reloaded. A Book Composed for Ten Hands, with Brunella Antomarini, Adam Berg, Miltos
Manetas, Vladimir d’Amora, New York: punctum books, 2019. Essay. English, Italian.
10. La Visione a distanza, Ancona: Arcipelago Itaca, 2018. Poetry and conceptual writing. Italian.
11. Three Poetic Engines - Trois engins poétiques, Paris: Mix. and Luxembourg: Le Fonds Belval, 2016.
With essays by Stéphanie Delcroix and Hubertus von Amelunxen. Artist book. Multilingual.
12. The Exoplanets Path (Augmented Writing), ‘Present Tense Pamphlets’, Evanston (IL): The Block
Museum, 2016, ed. Danny Snelson & Mashinka Firunts. Artist book. Visual / multilingual.
13. Remote Vision. Poetry 1999-2015, New York: punctum books, 2016. Artist book, poetry and conceptual
writing. English and Italian. Trans. Belle Cushing and Dusty Neu.
14. La Vision à distance, Paris: Mix., 2015. Artist book, poetry and conceptual writing. Trans. into French by
the author with Emilio Sciarrino, Fabien Vallos and Caroline Zekri, recipient of a writing grant by the French
National Book Centre.
15. Continuum. Writings on Poetry as Artistic Practice, The Hague / Tirana: Uitgeverij, 2015. Essays.
French, Italian, English, German.
16. Augmented Writing, Rome: La Camera Verde, 2013. Artist book. Multilingual.
17. Ridefinizione, Rome: La Camera Verde, 2011. Artist book, poetry and conceptual writing. Italian.
18. Redéfinition. Paris: Mix., 2010. Trans. into French by the author with Doriane Bier, Laurent Prost, Noura
Wedell and Caroline Zekri. Artist book, poetry and conceptual writing.
19. Lo spostamento degli oggetti, Verona: Cierre Grafica, 2008. With a foreword by Flavio Ermini and a
critical essay by Martin Rueff. Poetry. Italian.
20. da 1000m – dès 1000m – from 1000m. Rome-Milan: www.gammm.org, 2009. E-book. Conceptual
writing. Italian, French and English.
Interviews
- Interview with Fabien Vallos in the exhibition catalogue Art by Telephone, Paris: Mix., 2014. French.
- Redefining Poetry: An Interview with Alessandro De Francesco, in The African Book Review, New York,
2013: http://theafricanbookreview.com/2013/11/10/alessandro-de-francesco/. English.
- Poé/tri 3 – Tension / Augmentation / Extension. Entretien avec Alessandro De Francesco, with Frank
Smith, in Nonfiction, Paris, 2013 (French):
http://www.nonfiction.fr/article-6534-poetri_3__tension__augmentation__extension_entretien_avec_alessandro_de_francesco.htm.

- Video interview with Marco Mazzi: http://vimeo.com/27573484. Italian.
- Lyrik-Diskurs, with Dieter M. Gräf, Leipzig: Poetenladen, 2008:
http://www.poetenladen.de/lyrik-diskurs.htm. German and English.
- Interview with Vincent W.J. van Gerven Oei, Kunsthuis SYB, The Netherlands, 2008. Videos:
http://vimeo.com/2288701, http://vimeo.com/2289081. English
Selected bibliography on ADF’s work

- Loiacono Adriana, Evoluzione e trasformazione della letteratura dalla galassia Gutenberg alle nuove
forme di comunicazione, MA dissertation, University of Bari, Italy, 2021.
-Caporossi Sonia, Alessandro De Francesco e la scrittura aumentata come espressione dell’iperrealtà
dell’enunciato, in “Bologna in Lettere”, 2021.
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- Wagstaff Emma, The Modern French Prose and Visual Art, in Caws/Delville (éd.), The Edinburgh
Companion to the Prose Poem, Edinburgh University Press, 2021.
- Santamarina Ilaria, Le nuove modalità del linguaggio. Sperimentalismo, espansione delle tecnologie
contemporanee e impegno sociale, MA dissertation, University of Bari, 2020.
- Ciaco Marilina, Materiali per un reading environment ne “La visione a distanza” di Alessandro De
Francesco, in Enthymema, Milan, issue XXIV, 2019.
- Mari Lorenzo, Alessandro De Francesco: La visione a distanza, in Semicerchio, Florence, n. LX, 2019/1.
- Minola Luca, Quando la poesia si addentra in una realtà parallela “giocando” sui riflessi e le
rimodulazioni, in “Economia Italiana”, 2018, online.
- Krüll Peter, Bilderschreiben, Berlin: Maro Verlag, 2018.
- Carobolante Jean-Baptiste, Poetry as Artistic Practice, in L’Art même, n. 74, Brussels, 2017.
- Kusnierz Mathias, Expérimenter en langues.Traduction, plurilinguisme et intermédialité dans les avantgardes poétiques depuis 1980, in Itinéraires, Paris, 2017.
- Antomarini Brunella, On Augmented Writing, in Organs Everywhere, n. 5, New York, 2017.
- Tolve Antonello, L’ombra lunga delle parole, Milan: Arshake, 2017. Online.
- Illouz Audrey, Travail d’émergence, in L’Art même, n. 70, Brussels, 2016.
- Manganelli Massimiliano, Nuove scritture italiane I. Tra fasi e ridefinizioni, in C. Giorcelli - L. Magno (ed.),
Nuove oggettività – New Objectivisms – Nouveaux objectivismes, Rome: Loffredo editore, 2013.
- Ruberti Chiara, Alessandro De Francesco’s Augmented Writing Project, in Marco Mazzi (ed.), Relational
Syntax, Florence: Maschietto Editore, 2012.
- Parish Nina, From Radio to the Internet: Italian Futurism, New Technologies and the Persistence of the
Book, in International Yearbook of Futurism Studies, Vol. 2, Berlin: De Gruyter, 2012.
- Mazzi Marco, Il poeta/artista si esprime tramite la ragion filosofica, in Excursus, June 2012:
http://www.excursus.org/ilvasodipandora/MazziDeFrancescoRidefinizione.htm.
- Van Gerven Oei Vincent W.J., Mijn hoogte blootvoets op zeeniveau. Over Ridefinizione van Alessandro
De Francesco, in Parmentier, Nijmegen, year 20, n. 4, 2012.
- Cushing Belle, The Poetry of Alessandro De Francesco, in Continent, December 2011:
http://www.continentcontinent.cc/index.php/continent/article/viewArticle/68.
- Marzaioli Giulio, Specchio, di fronte, in Poesia 2.0, December 2010:
http://www.poesia2punto0.com/2010/12/01/specchio-di-fronte/
- Van Gerven Oei Vincent W.J., De vraag naar wat we missen kunnen, in Wat we missen kunnen,
Amsterdam: Babel & Voss, 2010.
- Burty David, dès 1000m d’Alessandro De Francesco, in Poezibao, 2009:
http://poezibao.typepad.com/poezibao/2009/10/dès-1000-m-dalessandro-de-francesco-lecture-de-david-burty.html

- Rossani Ottavio, Alessandro De Francesco viaggia nel tempo e nello spazio con “Lo spostamento degli
oggetti, in Corriere della Sera, Milan, 2008 :
http://poesia.corriere.it/2008/05/29/esordio_alessandro_de_francesc/
- Rueff Martin, Per tutto l’amore del mondo, in A. De Francesco, Lo spostamento degli oggetti, Verona:
Cierre Grafica, 2008.

Video links of selected lectures and readings:
- European Graduate School, 2015 (reading-performance):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zCDpD_c9Dk
- European Graduate School, 2013 (on Augmented Writing):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PQFXmaK0KM
- La Panacée - Centre for contemporary art, Montpellier, 2013 (on poetry and contemporary art, in
French):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3d9JENqsps&feature=youtu.be
- La Gaîté Lyrique, 2013 (on Augmented Writing, in French):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HjYjG0-szs&feature=youtu.be
- Kelly Writers House at U-Penn, 2013 (reading and Q&A):
http://writing.upenn.edu/wh/multimedia/tv/reruns/watch/150652
- European Graduate School, 2012 (reading-performance):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQ8HghzshRc
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Book Covers

(details about all books available at
http://www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/books.html)
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Alessandro De Francesco

Alessandro De Francesco
and agglomerations,
of trees or
e agglomerati,
degli alberi o

Mousse Publishing

Books, and particularly poetry books, are the starting
point for the majority of Alessandro De Francesco’s
projects, and they are often themselves part of his exhibitions. The artist supervises or himself realizes the
design, and conceives them as objects and sculptures
as much as participative practices and page-based
actions.
More info at
www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/books.html
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i was looking for fantasies and found only stones
foreign body
convex
eyes in the half-light
seen from the inside of my eyes
here everything
is slipping out of everybody’s reach
i thought exiting the glass in the frame
rummaging in the transparency
i was looking for fantasies and found only
stones foreign body convex eyes in the half-light seen from the inside of my own
eyes
a hollow extension of the gaze
turned toward inverse spaces they
transport geometric masses
combinations
sets
i was looking for fantasies
and found stones
and if it were
where to look
it’s a question of slowing
down the frenzied oscillation of this rubber body that is alive and crashes violently
into the ground
in all directions
leaves streaks of color
leaves no way out
obstructs understanding
fuels rage
the energy stays invariable
the world too
then someone gets the courage to describe its movement
drops into
the tube stops thinking of the motion and its causes shifts order of explanation emits a
seeming drone
looks no more for answers
he walks into the woods at night
in his arms is a sac that stirs and burns

sometimes the sac thrashes about flails in all directions
eludes the hand’s grasp
falls into the grass rustling tosses itself at the dull touch of a fork the table outdoors
later we were under the influence of the light in a humid space behind billboards and
the objects fall
the objects fall from my hands into the grass fall everywhere
fall from my hands under the carpet stirs a sequence of nights passed alone in a hotel
in all directions inside the pit of summer
and what if there were a mass of
imageless dreams
sound dreams maybe that occupy the nights and vanish
leaving traces in the cracks
black fluid seeps out of the pulsating rubber
dilates on the grass
on the never returning summer
then they show me a
direction to follow between the nerves and i enter the tube
it’s a matter of looking
in the sac
he says
of exploring the contents of
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First page of Foreign Body in Ascending Motion,
in Remote Vision. Poetry 1999-2015, New York:
Punctum Books, 2016; also used in several reading
environments and Augmented Writing objects.
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Current Projects
1. Series of immersive textual installations in Virtual Reality and Mixed Reality with motion tracking;
2. Several books in preparation (see the bibliography for more information);
3. Solo show project to be disclosed;
4. Ongoing research on 17th century poetry, epistemology and forms of representation with the aim of
writing a new essay;
5. Teaching and research at the Turin Academy of Fine Arts, at the National Academy of Visual Arts “La
Cambre” in Brussels and at the Institute-Y, Bern Academy of the Arts.

late afternoon coming home from work he realizes
that a highly dense body stands motionless in the door’s
arch between rooms
it seems to be observing him
but it doesn’t have eyes nor a definite shape it doesn’t
say anything
doesn’t want anything
it’s a
territory of tissues
One text from the book (((, Uitgeverij / punctum books, 2021
(https://punctumbooks.com/titles/three-opening-parentheses/)
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To stay updated about forthcoming exhibitions and events check http://www.alessandrodefrancesco.net/news.html

Credits:
Photo of Voce (senza) luce by Marco Mazzi
Photos of the reading environment at the Kunsthalle Basel by Karin Ospelt
Photos of AW0_6, AW0_12 and of the Augmented Writing book by Benjamin Hugard
Photos of AW1_4 at the Regionale 16 exhibition by Claudio Cassano
Photo of AW1_8 by Artur Eranosian
Photos of Trois engins poétiques by Michael Pinsky
Photos of the Biennale Gherdeina by Santiago Torresagasti
Photos of AW - Perception, Échange/Enfance, Copy Without Paste, 3D Coding and of the reading environment at the Fondation Louis Vuitton by
Laila Dell’Anno
Photos of the reading environment at the Strasbourg Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art by Arianne Foks
All other photos by Alessandro De Francesco

Contact

Alessandro De Francesco - Language Art Studio
info@alessandrodefrancesco.net
www.alessandrodefrancesco.net
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